The first three centuries ad saw the spread of new religious ideas through the Roman Empire, crossing a vast and diverse geographical, social, and cultural space. In this innovative study, Anna Collar examines both how this happened, and why. Drawing on research in the sociology and anthropology of religion, physics and computer science, Collar examines the relationship between social networks and religious transmission to explore why some religious movements succeed, while others, seemingly equally successful at a certain time, ultimately fail. Using extensive epigraphic data, Collar provides new interpretations of the diffusion of ideas across the social networks of the Jewish Diaspora and the cults of Jupiter Dolichenus and Theos Hypsistos, and in turn offers important reappraisals of the spread of religious innovations in the Roman Empire. This study will be a valuable resource for students and scholars of ancient history, archaeology, ancient religion and network theory.
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Printed in the United Kingdom by TJ International Ltd. Padstow Cornwall My editor at Cambridge University Press, Laura Morris, has been patient, kind and supportive; my sub-editor, Anna Lowe, has helped greatly with thinking about images and the final production and Barbara Docherty has done an incredible job of copy-editing: I thank them all most warmly for their hard work in getting this book into production.
The chapter on Jupiter Dolichenus has been enormously improved by conversations with and corrections by Michael Blömer, my special thanks go to him for freely sharing with me his knowledge and ideas, and for being such a genial excavation partner and intellectual sounding board over many years. Anthony Birley generously shared his thoughts on the new Vindolanda Dolichenum and altar with me, and Simon James encouraged me greatly with his questions at the American Institute of Archaeology meeting in Philadelphia in 2009. My thoughts on networks, innovation and evolution have benefited greatly from intense and meandering conversations with physicists and philosophers: Jonathan Davies, Harry Platanakis and Jake Snow.
During my second year at Manchester University, I was privileged enough to be taught by Geoff Stone, who rekindled my childhood love of the ancient world, and who has encouraged my efforts ever since: to him I offer my warmest thanks. Along the way I have been blessed by the friend My warmest thanks go to my Ph.D. examiners, Elena Isayev and Martin Millett who, during my viva, combined being excited and enthused about my project with clear criticisms and suggestions for improvement. Since then, they have both been the most supportive examiners one could hope for. I am extremely grateful to the two anonymous reviewers who have read this manuscript a number of times and who have offered useful suggestions and advice. This book would be poorer by far without the aid of these guides.
As ever, my most enormous love and thanks go to my amazing family, for their emotional, intellectual and financial support: my inspirational, irreverent, hilarious sisters Beth and Clio Collar. My wonderful, generous grandparents, Eileen and Leslie Carter, for always telling me to get a real job but actually being proud of me -it is a great sadness to me that my beloved grandpa did not live to see the final outcome of this effort. And finally, the triple stars in my sky -my radiant husband Stuart Eve, for everything, and my darling sons Wilfred and Edwin, the most extraordinary things in the world.
I here repeat and augment the dedication made in my Ph.D. thesis: to my adored dad, Nigel Collar, and to my incredible mum, Alison Carter. They have both in their different ways given me more than I could ever thank them for enough -argument, challenge, independence of thought and self, encouragement, love and an appreciation of the value of knowledge for its own sake. This is for them.
